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DISCOVER AMAZING ALASKA
When you cruise with Norwegian, the awe of Alaska stays with you throughout your cruise. From hiking up snow-capped mountains and witnessing
majestic whales splash in the Pacific to coming back on board and catching an amazing show followed by an equally amazing starlit stroll on the top deck.
So come aboard the youngest fleet cruising Alaska, choose from our award-winning ships and feel what it’s like when you let the outside in.

Experience luxury and convenience aboard the Norwegian Bliss, a ship designed especially for cruising Alaska's waters. Explore
Alaska's historic sites, amazing animals, and astounding natural beauty by day, and and world-class dining and entertainment by night.

The best of both worlds is here for the taking!
7-DAY ALASKA ROUND-TRIP SEATTLE: GLACIER BAY, SKAGWAY 
& JUNEAU
SEP 28, 2024 to OCT 5, 2024
INSIDE STATEROOM STARTING FROM $819
NORWEGIAN BLISS

DAY PORT ARRIVE DEPART *
Sat Seattle, Washington - 5:00 PM

Sun Relaxing day at sea - -

Mon Juneau, Alaska 2:30 PM 11:00 PM

Tue Skagway, Alaska 7:00 AM 8:15 PM

Wed Glacier Bay (Cruising) - -

Thu Ketchikan (Ward Cove),
Alaska

7:00 AM 1:15 PM

Fri Victoria, British Columbia 8:00 PM 11:59 PM

Sat Seattle, Washington 6:00 AM -

^Buy an air ticket and the 2nd guest flies for free. Fares shown are in US dollars and are per person, based on double occupancy or as per the number of guests selected. Government taxes, fees, port expenses, and fuel supplement
(where applicable) are additional. NCL reserves the right to charge a fuel supplement without prior notice should the closing price of West Texas Intermediate Fuel increase above $65 USD per barrel on the NYMEX (New York
Mercantile Exchange Index). In the event a fuel supplement is charged, NCL will have sole discretion to apply the supplementary charge to both existing and new bookings, regardless of whether such bookings have been paid in full.
Such supplementary charges are not included in the cruise fare. The fuel supplement charge will not exceed $10.00 USD per passenger per day. Prices are based on availability and subject to change. ©2023 NCL Corporation LTD.
Ships' Registry: Bahamas and United States of America.
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EXPERIENCE AFFORDABLE LUXURY
From the serene beauty of Norway’s towering fjords to storied medieval castles and the majestic Scottish Highlands, Northern Europe is a visual feast. On
a boat ride along Copenhagen’s historic Nyhavn Canal, admire the colorful gabled townhouses lining the waterfront. Then journey from Reykjavik into the
land of the Vikings and dramatic volcanic landscapes before enjoying a soak in the famous Blue Lagoon. Mountains. Whether you’re cruising the eastern,
western or southern, we’ve got The Caribbean covered.

10-DAY BRITISH ISLES
ROUND-TRIP LONDON: ENGLAND,
IRELAND & SCOTLAND

THE WORLD IS YOURS TO EXPLORE, and there's no better way than on a Norwegian Cruise. From Alaska or the Caribbean, to Iceland, Europe, the Greek Isles or another destination of
your dreams, there's a Norwegian cruise for you. Norwegian's Freestyle cruising is the ultimate in ease and affordability. With gorgeous ships and more destinations worldwide than any

other cruise line, Norwegian is the way to go. Call or email now and let me help make your travel dreams a reality!

NORWEGIAN STAR
MAY 5, 2025 to MAY 17, 2025

OCEANVIEW STATEROOM

NORWEGIAN PRIMA
OCT 6, 2024 to OCT 18, 2024

BALCONY STATEROOM

^Buy an air ticket and the 2nd guest flies for free. Fares shown are in US dollars and are per person, based on double occupancy or as per the number of guests selected. Government taxes, fees, port
expenses, and fuel supplement (where applicable) are additional. NCL reserves the right to charge a fuel supplement without prior notice should the closing price of West Texas Intermediate Fuel
increase above $65 USD per barrel on the NYMEX (New York Mercantile Exchange Index). In the event a fuel supplement is charged, NCL will have sole discretion to apply the supplementary charge
to both existing and new bookings, regardless of whether such bookings have been paid in full. Such supplementary charges are not included in the cruise fare. The fuel supplement charge will not
exceed $10.00 USD per passenger per day. Prices are based on availability and subject to change. ©2023 NCL Corporation LTD. Ships' Registry: Bahamas and United States of America.

NORWEGIAN DAWN
AUG 5, 2024 to AUG 15, 2024

OCEANVIEW STATEROOM

12-DAY BRITISH ISLES
ROUND-TRIP LONDON:
IRELAND & SCOTLAND

12-DAY EUROPE FROM LONDON
TO ROME: ITALY, FRANCE,
SPAIN & PORTUGAL

STARTING
FROM $1,849PP

STARTING
FROM $2,879PP

STARTING
FROM $2,599PP
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